2016 Reading Schedule for *Lyddie*

4/4: Read Chapter 1 and begin 2 in class. Finish reading and readers’ notes at home for both chapters. Start literature log and characterization project.

4/5: Finish Chapter 2.

4/6: Read Chapter 3.

4/7: Read Chapter 4.

4/8: **Lyddie page for characterization project due today.** Read Chapters 5, 6 and 7. Study for vocabulary quiz.

4/11: **Spelling and Vocabulary Quiz on List T and List 1 words from Chapters 1-7.**

4/12: **Quiz on *Lyddie* chapters 1-7.** Read Chapter 8.

4/13: Read Chapters 9 and 10.

4/14: Read Chapter 11.

4/15: Read Chapter 12.


4/19: Essay work in class. Study for Spelling and Vocabulary Quiz list U and List 2 words.

4/20: **Spelling and Vocabulary Quiz U and List 2 Chapters 8-11.** Essay work in class. Study for mid-novel test.

4/21: **Mid-novel Test on Chapters 1-13.**

4/22: Read 14 in class. Essay work.

5/2: Essay work. Read Chapter 15.

5/3: Essay work. Read Chapter 16.

5/4: Essay work. Read Chapter 17.

5/5: Study for Spelling and Vocabulary Quiz V and List 3 Chapters 12-16.

5/6: **Spelling and Vocabulary Quiz V/12-16.** Type essay.


5/11: Essay due tomorrow with brainstorms, rough drafts, edited draft(s), final, and rubric. Organize with the rubric on top and the newest version to the oldest. Essay may ONLY be revised if a student receives a failing grade, and then it may only be revised up to a passing grade.


5/13: Read and complete readers’ notes for Chapters 20-23 by Tuesday.

5/16: Read and complete readers’ notes for Chapters 20-23 by tomorrow.


5/20: Spelling and Vocabulary Quiz X and List 4 Chapters 17-23.

5/23: Study for Unit Test on *Lyddie*. Assign FERS.

5/24: Unit Test on *Lyddie*.

5/26: Study for Quiz Y.

5/27: Spelling Quiz Y. Work on FERs.
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